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Compound
Aviation Tinsnips

These lightweight aviation tinsnips are
manufactured to a high specification
which includes a safety locking latch,
strong opening spring and slip guards
for protection on each handle. They
are designed to cut up to 1.2mm sheet
steel, non-ferrous material, vinyls,
plastic and rubber. Formed blades in
satin finish are serrated to prevent
sheet metal slipping. Effortless power
is delivered to the blades via a double
fulcrum compound cutting action.
Length: 250mm (10in)

ToolTeam
TESTED
FAIAS10R
£15.87 Ex VAT
£19.04 Inc VAT

Compound Power Cut Shears

Multi-purpose snips, featuring a 75mm (3in) blade to provide a longer cut. The
snips feature polished, solid forged blades with serrated edges to help prevent
sheet material slipping when being cut. The extra long blades make these snips
ideal for cutting sheet steel and other non-ferrous materials and are perfect for
cutting bulky products such as vinyl, plastic and rubber. The non-slip, soft-grip
handles, compound action and a return spring mechanism ensure an effortless
cutting action.
Cuts up to 20 gauge (0.94mm) cold rolled steel
or 24 gauge (0.533mm) stainless steel

FAIAS10Y
£15.87 Ex VAT
£19.04 Inc VAT

ToolTeam
TESTED
FAIAS10G
£15.87 Ex VAT
£19.04 Inc VAT

Jewellers
Tinsnips

Precision ground blades
which have fine points for
awkward cuts. Ideal for the
professional silversmith,
jeweller and the hobbyist.
Length:
178mm (7in)
FAITS7J
£15.06 Ex VAT
£18.07 Inc VAT

FAIAS11MULTI
£20.33 Ex VAT £24.40 Inc VAT

Straight Tinsnips

General purpose one piece drop forging with hardened
and tempered blades. For cutting sheet metal with
a scissor type action using hand leverage only. The
design combines maximum cutting power and control
with a comfortable grip.

THICKNESS OF METALS

SIZE

CUTTING COPPER COLD-ROLLED HARD STEEL STAINLESS Ex VAT Inc VAT
LENGTH (SOFT) STEEL (MILD) HRC35 (HARD) STEEL 304
FAITS7J
FAITS8 203mm (8in)
42mm
0.70mm
0.61mm
0.5mm
0.41mm
£17.58 £21.10
£12.54 Ex VAT
FAITS10 254mm (10in)
52mm
0.94mm
0.78mm
0.6mm
0.45mm£15.05
£19.31
£23.17
Inc VAT
FAITS12 305mm (12in)
60mm
1.15mm
0.91mm
0.7mm
0.63mm
£23.66 £28.39
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